Nigeria’s representative in Disaster Recovery Institute International (DRI) Philip Keshiro has advised government agencies to consider Business Continuity Management (BCM) to recover from disasters.

Speaking at the organisation’s head office, Keshiro said: “Of our mission, we are committed to educate, certify and grow together with public, private sectors and individuals in the area of business continuity, planning and management based on DRI’s International Standards and Best Practices.

“Every organisation in Nigeria needs to undergo BCM trainings. It is an important training for every sector in the government agencies such as NEMA, FRSC, VIO, Aviation sector to any level.
“In the banking sector, it is a compulsory training because Central Bank of Nigeria stated it in its policy for all banks.”

He stressed most disaster happening are occurring as a result of lack of proper training of what disaster is all about and how to manage it before it goes beyond handling points.

“We want people in Nigeria to understand the value of Business Continuity Management like every other place in the world and this has rescued a lot of organization from disaster.

“Proper trainings of BCM can make Nigerians to understand how to deal with banditry and other terrible disasters from every part of the country.

“Trainings have been going for some private sectors and government agencie to help the current government in the places of disaster as well as to educate everybody in any organization to educate on resilience strategies, recovery objectives, business continuity, operational risk management and crisis management plans,” he explained.